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Abstract: An evaluation of Relo grinding media (RGM, Reuleaux tetrahedron-shaped bodies) perfor-
mance versus standard grinding media (balls) was made through a series of grinding tests, including
a slight modification of the standard Bond test procedure. Standard Bond tests showed a reduction
in the Bond ball mill work index (wi) of the mineral sample used in this study when using Relo
grinding media. The modified Bond test procedure is based on using the standard Bond ball work
index test but changing the circulating loads (350%, 250%, 150%, 100%). The comparative tests with
RGM were carried out at the same number of revolutions as the grinding tests with balls at respective
circulating load. The RGM charge yielded a 14% higher net undersize product than balls, which hints
at improving energy efficiency and the potential for significant mining industry benefits.

Keywords: comminution; ball mills; grinding media; energy efficiency

1. Introduction

Energy efficiency in the mining industry is an ever-growing concern for sustainable
mineral processing and the life of mine activities. Prior to beneficiation, the ore must
pass through various stages of comminution, the process in which the particle size of the
ore is progressively reduced until mineral particles have been liberated. Comminution
operations, including grinding, consume up to 4% of electrical energy globally, and about
50% of mine site energy consumption is in comminution [1–6]. A study shows that the
grinding process alone contributes to approximately 40% of all power consumption in a
mine complex [7]. Tumbling mills are notorious for their low energy efficiency because
they only use up to 10% of installed power for grinding action. A feature of ball mills is
their high specific energy consumption; a mill filled with balls, working idle, consumes
approximately as much energy as at full-scale capacity, i.e., during the grinding of material.
Radziszewski [8] showed that 56% of the input energy in grinding circuits becomes heat
lost to the environment; 43% is lost in heating the slurry, while only 1% is actual breakage
energy. A recent and more comprehensive study has shown that, on average, 79% of the
supplied electrical energy converts to heat absorbed by the slurry, 8% is lost through the
drive system; about 2% of the energy is transmitted to ambient air, and just about 10% is
used for the grinding work [9]. Therefore, about 90% of the thermal energy is potentially
recoverable, and there is vast potential for improvement in energy efficiency.

One way to reduce energy and material consumption in milling is to design and select
the grinding media properly. Hassanzadeh [10] argues that ball size distribution plays a
significant role in energy consumption and ball mill efficiency. Larger balls break coarse
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particles mainly by impact, while smaller balls produce breakage by abrasion. Generally,
for a fixed volume of grinding charge, particle–ball collision frequency falls rapidly as the
ball size increases. Research about mixtures of media shapes points out that, by combining
different grinding mechanisms in terms of contacts, the volume of grinding zones can be
efficiently increased when there is an optimal mixture of two or more grinding media with
different shapes and, therefore, the milling kinetics can be improved [11].

There have been several attempts to establish the shape of grinding media that is
best suited for tumbling mills. One of the most comprehensive studies [12] concluded
that the sphere is the most efficient for all shapes tested for constant batch grinding time.
Kelsall et al. [13] studied the influence of different grinding media shapes (steel spheres,
cubes, equi-cylinders, and hexagonal “cylinders”), and they also concluded that spherical
media handled the most significant throughput and produced the most correctly sized
product. Many authors compared spherical balls to cylpebs, and they concluded that balls
had better grinding efficiency [14–17]. Some authors claimed that cylpebs had produced
slightly more fines than balls, but no quantification of increased throughput has been
made [18,19]. In [20], the grinding behavior of balls, eclipsoids, and cubes was investigated.
In the case of eclipsoids, which have a 25% higher total surface area than balls equivalent
in volume, it was found that the increase in surface area available for breakage does not
necessarily translate into an increase in the breakage rate. This study concluded that
balls proved to have a higher rate of breakage, confirming that balls are the most efficient
grinding media.

Although there are no quantified statements on what range of improvement in energy
efficiency has been achieved for tumbling mills when changing the shape of grinding
media in tumbling mills, cylpeb manufacturers claim that they deliver 25% greater grinding
capacity in a typical mill charge. However, this may apply only to regrind milling circuits.
Relo grinding media (RGM) [21], which are described in Section 2, seem to be suitable
for a wide range of applications, including SAG mills. Moreover, in [21], a plant trial is
described in which RGM increased mill throughput by 80%, achieving approximately 45%
lower energy consumption than balls.

This research work aims to test the performance of RGM in a laboratory mill, quanti-
fying the differences when using RGM instead of balls.

2. Physical Properties of Relo Grinding Media

The introduced RGM (Figure 1) receives the name in honor of the German engineer
Franz Reuleaux, a mechanical engineer, who gave his name to this geometrical shape in
the nineteenth century. Although these grinding bodies come in slightly different shapes,
they are all derived from Reuleaux geometry, i.e., the Reuleaux triangle and the Reuleaux
tetrahedron are the base structural shapes of RGM. RGM are made of steel, including all
types commonly used for making balls. Moreover, according to Penchev and Bodurov [22],
due to their shape, RGM steel bodies have better quench hardening than balls at equal
tempering conditions; these comparative tests were performed using equal steel (0.65% C,
1.03% Mn). Accordingly, it seems appropriate to study the performance of RGM and see if
they can offer significant efficiency improvements in tumbling mill grinding circuits.

Because of their Reuleaux geometry, an RGM charge has a greater surface area and a
higher bulk density than balls with the same mass and size. Table 1 shows the comparative
physical properties for RGM and balls. Ideally, RGM have a 10% greater surface than balls
of the same mass (volume) and 10% higher bulk density than steel balls. As a result, for
a given charge volume, more grinding media surface area is available for size reduction
when charged with RGM, but the mill would also draw more power.
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Figure 1. Grinding media charges: (a) Relo M-1 vs. balls (b) Relo M-2 vs. ball.

Table 1. Comparative data of physical properties for RGM and balls.

RGM (γ = 7.85 g/cm3) Balls (γ = 7.85 g/cm3)

Edge Arc
(mm) Mass (g) Surface

Area (cm2)

Specific
Surface
(cm2/g)

Bulk
Density
(t/m3)

Diameter
(mm) Mass (g) Surface

Area (cm2)

Specific
Surface
(cm2/g)

Bulk
Density
(t/m3)

41.4 235 51 0.22 5.2
40.2 212 48.1 0.23 5.2 38.1 224 45.6 0.20 4.6
33.5 112 33.4 0.28 5.2 31.8 128 31.8 0.25 4.6
26.7 61.5 21.1 0.35 5.2 25.4 65.5 20 0.31 4.6
23.8 43 16.9 0.39 5.2 22.2 43.5 15.5 0.36 4.6
20.1 25.8 12.1 0.47 5.2 19.1 27.3 11.5 0.42 4.6

RGM sizes were intentionally selected for the Bond mill tests such that they have both
lower mass and greater surface area. The research objective was to show that surface area is
the main factor for the higher grinding efficiency of RGM instead of the total mass. Table 2
shows selected mill charges with the same number of grinding elements.

Table 2. Bond mill test media charge—5% greater surface area.

Ball Diameter/Relo
Edge Arc, [mm] 38.10/40.2 31.8/33.4 25.4/26.7 22.2/23.8 19.05/20.1 Total Number Total Mass, g

Ball Charge—number
of balls 25 39 62 69 90 285 20,115

RGM Charge—number
of relos 25 39 62 69 90 285 19,149

3. Materials and Methods

This research’s main goal was to collect and analyze data from comparative laboratory
grinding tests to compare the grinding performance of RGM with a conventional ball
charge in a Bond ball mill (BICO BRAUN, Burbank, CA, USA). The tests are discussed in
more detail below.

3.1. Media Charge Conditions

Three media conditions were considered to have comparable and repeatable results:

- Media mass,
- Media surface area, and
- Media size distributions.
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For the comparative tests, the standard Bond ball charge was set as the base case. The
RGM charge was controlled to match two of the three media conditions of the balls, with
the third one being different (surface area), to distinguish one effect in each test. Table 2
presents the details of both media charge size distributions.

Ball charge (Table 2) is the standard Bond ball mill charge condition, which was used
as the base case for comparison. RGM charge (Table 2) was defined to ensure that the RGM
have a similar size but significantly smaller mass. Table 3 presents an RGM charge in which
six smaller Relo grinding bodies (26.7 mm) were omitted, and six larger grinding Relo
bodies were added to give equal mass to the balls. This RGM charge has a similar mean
size and mass in each size fraction (hence the total mass), but due to their shape, there is
approximately 10% more surface area than that of balls.

Table 3. Bond mill media charge—equal total mass, 10% greater surface area.

Ball Diameter/Relo
Edge Arc [mm] 40/41.4 38.10/40.2 31.8/33.4 25.4/26.7 22.2/23.8 19.05/20.1 Total Number Total Mass [g]

Number of balls 0 25 39 62 69 90 285 20,115

Number of RGM 6 25 39 56 69 90 285 20,165

3.2. Ore Sample

The sample selected was a pegmatite, which is a spodumene ore. XRF results are
shown in Table 4, and the feed particle size distribution (PSD) is shown in Table 5. It was
composed primarily of quartz and plagioclase, with minor amounts of lepidolite, beryl, and
potassium feldspar. The ore sample was rather hard rock, with wi = 16.8 kWh/t, and was
prepared using a jaw crusher and a rotary divider to obtain the representative subsamples
for each test.

Table 4. Feed chemical analysis (L.O.I. = lost on ignition).

Element SiO2 Al2O3 Na2O Li2O K2O Fe2O3 CaO L.O.I.

(%) 72.16 17.68 6.56 1.20 0.92 0.50 0.09 0.89

Table 5. Particle-size distribution analysis.

Size (µm) 3350 2000 1500 1000 800 600 400 300 200 150 100 75

Cum. Passing (%) 100.00 98.69 88.42 66.93 49.66 38.19 28.12 20.77 14.37 9.44 4.66 1.14

3.3. Power Draw Measurement

To compare the power draw required by the Bond mill in the grinding process with
RGM versus balls, the active power consumption (watts) of the electric motor driving the
mill was measured. This assumption is based on the fact that no significant differences
can be found between both grinding media for the electric and mechanical losses of the
motor, and, consequently, the measurement of the active power can be used to compare the
mechanical power draw.

The electric driving machine is a single-phase motor, so to evaluate its electric con-
sumption, a measurement of the supply voltage and current is needed. Then, the active
power is obtained according to:

P =
1
T

∫ T

0
v(t)i(t)dt (1)

with P the active power, T the period, v(t) the instantaneous value of the supply voltage,
and i(t) the instantaneous value of the supply current. A differential probe with ×500
attenuation was used for voltage signal measuring. In the case of the current signal, a
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probe providing a transformation of 100 mV/A was used. Both signals were recorded and
processed employing a 60 MHz bandwidth digital scope.

3.4. Test Procedure

The Bond work index, wi, is in everyday use for the assessment of comminution
efficiency, and it has been generally accepted as a measure of material grindability (ores,
cement clinker). In this research, the Bond test procedure was considered fundamental
for comparing the milling performance of different grinding media shapes. However, as
some authors noted [22], there is a problem in designing a locked-cycle test procedure
for such a purpose since the Bond test does not take the actual energy usage into account.
The standard Bond test procedure [2,23] requires stopping the test when the grindability
reaches equilibrium, which is typically achieved at 3% variation between the last two
runs. Since the RGM charge may require fewer mill revolutions than the ball charge, this
indicates that the grinding time in the two tests would be different. Thus, the energy input
for the ball charge test would be greater than for the RGM charge test.

With the aim of predicting the grinding performance of RGM in a full-scale ball mill, a
simplified procedure for the scale-up of a ball mill was adopted. This procedure involved
laboratory tests using the Bond ball mill and test conditions to simulate the full-scale mill
circuit’s steady-state performance from laboratory results. Accordingly, all the locked-cycle
laboratory tests were conducted in a standard Bond ball mill loaded with two types of steel
grinding media—balls and RGM—to treat the same feed ore at a time.

Two types of comparative locked-cycle tests were conducted:

- Test series 1: Standard Bond work index tests using the standard set of balls and RGM
charge (Table 2).

- Test series 2: Comparative grinding tests using balls and RGM at equal mass and
media size distribution (Table 3) but at different circulating loads.

The test procedure for the first series of grinding tests follows the well-known Bond
ball mill grindability test [2,23] precisely. In the Bond ball milling test, a locked-cycle
test, the fresh feed to the test is crushed down to 100% under 3.35 mm. The mill grinds
a constant 700 mL of ore. After each grind, the mill contents are screened to remove
undersize and replenished with an equal mass of new feed. The length of grinding time for
each run is adjusted until the oversize fraction’s mass is consistently 2.5 times greater than
the undersize. Under these conditions, the test approximates a closed-circuit continuous
mill’s steady-state performance with a circulating load of 250%.

The second series of locked-cycle grinding tests were run at four different circulat-
ing loads of 100%, 150%, 250%, and 350%. Since the RGM charge required fewer mill
revolutions than the ball charge [24], a slight change in the methodology was needed to
get a better comparative analysis. The modification consisted of adding more fresh feed
to the tests using RGM to get the same circulating load (250%) at the same number of
mill revolutions of both ball charge and RGM charge tests. To compensate for the lower
circulating load when RGM was used, the amount of fresh sample was increased at the
same number of revolutions as per the standard tests with balls. The test conditions for
both locked-cycle tests are summarized in Table 5. Since the grindability index (net grams
of screen undersized product per mill revolution, Gpr) is the primary variable to determine
the Bond work index [2], it was used as a comparative measurement to show the difference
between RGM charge and ball charge milling performance.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Power Draw Measurements

Since the bulk density of an RGM charge was approximately 10% higher than the bulk
density of a ball charge, the two media charges’ torques should be different. Therefore, it
was logical to expect that there must be a difference in the power draw of these two types
of grinding media. According to Lameck’s results [17], cylpebs draw approximately 30%
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less power than balls at 90% of critical speed (Figure 2), so it was interesting to carry out a
similar comparative study between RGM and balls.

Figure 2. Power variation with mill speed for different media shapes (adapted from [16]).

Measurements performed (see Table 6) confirmed that RGM bodies draw higher
power than balls without mineral charge, similar power as balls at standard conditions
of a Bond test (35% of voids within the ball charge filled with mineral charge), and less
power than balls. It is important to note that RGM and balls may draw the same power at
a given % of critical speed, but grindability might not be equal. These grinding tests were
performed for 2 min, the power draw deviation in all cases being below 1.5%.

Table 6. Power draw measurements in a Bond ball mill.

Bond Mill Charge Power Draw without Ore
Sample [W]

Power Draw at 35% of Voids
within the Ball Charge [W]

Power Draw, at 100% of Voids
within the Ball Charge [W]

No load 309 - -
Standard ball charge (20.1 kg) 402 437 462

RGM charge (20.1 kg) 424 440 445

Considering that the Bond methodology uses a filling ratio in the standard test ball
mill (35%), which is relatively lower than the filling ratio at industrial scale (where the ideal
situation is when the mineral charge fills 100% of voids), and considering that the influence
of mineral filling ratio is clearly stronger in the case of balls than in the case of RGM charge,
it could be expected that the Bond methodology would overestimate the specific energy
consumption in the case of using RGM charge. Further research should be performed to
define a coefficient that lets an RGM work index be obtained from standard Bond tests.

4.2. Test Series 1

The main goal of test series 1 was to see whether the lower mass (5% lower) of the
RGM charge would affect the grinding performance and calculation of wi. The RGM charge
was designed to have a 5% lower total weight but a 5% higher total surface area. In both
cases, wi values were calculated using the formula proposed by Bond in the standard test
(Equation (2)).

wi[kWh/sht] =
44.5

P0.23
100 ·Gpr0.82·

(
10√
P80
− 10√

F80

) (2)
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Tests results are summarized in Table 7. Standard tests have shown that the RGM
charge achieves a 2% lower wi than balls at equal testing conditions (number of revolu-
tions, mill speed, ore sample, closing screen aperture). This result cannot be considered
conclusive, for it is widely accepted [5] that the repeatability error of the standard Bond
test is around 3.5%. However, it must be taken into account that the RGM charge was 5%
lighter than the ball charge when applying Bond’s methodology to RGM.

Table 7. Standard Bond grindability tests parameters and results (Test series 1).

Test Parameter Unit Balls RGM

Weight of media charge (kg) 20.123 19.145
P100 (microns) 106 106
Gpr (g/rev) 1.201 1.190
F80 (microns) 2044 2044
P80 (microns) 84 81

Result Unit Balls RGM

wi (kWh/t) 16.62 16.30

Moreover, if a similar work index is obtained using a 5% lighter steel charge, this
means that less grinding charge weight can produce similar grinding work, so a better
energy conversion is produced when using RGM charges.

4.3. Test Series 2

It is widely accepted that the higher the circulating load of a grinding circuit is, the
lower the probability of ultrafine particle production. It means that the most efficient ball
milling circuits require a high circulating load ratio (CLR) [16]. By maintaining a high
percentage of coarse solids in the mill, a high circulating load results in a much more
efficient grinding circuit. The purpose of our grinding tests at various circulating loads
was to see how this could apply to new grinding media compared to standard grinding
media. These tests clearly show the advantages of RGM over balls at different circulating
loads (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Grinding tests at different CLR—Net Gpr vs. CLR.

The results show that, using RGM, the most efficient ball milling circuits may not
necessarily require a high circulating load ratio. The data revealed that the RGM at
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100% circulating load and balls at 250% circulating load have almost equal productivity
(grinding rate), which means that the RGM charge is more energy-efficient and will require
considerably less power for classification (cyclone feed pumping). McIvor [25,26] wrote
that 250% circulating load pumping accounts for about 8% of total grinding costs. Therefore,
the replacement of balls with RGM will reduce total grinding costs at the same level of
mill productivity.

On the other hand, if energy consumption is kept equal, the RGM charge achieves
on average 14% higher productivity (measured in Gpr) than balls at the corresponding
circulating load.

As previously discussed, these four pairs of tests at different CLRs were performed
in a Bond mill. The mass of two mill charges and the number of revolutions per given
circulating load was equal, and mill speed was kept constant (the one in the standard test
mill, 70 rpm). More feed was added to the Relo tests to reach the steady state (desired
circulating load) due to the Relo media’s apparent higher grinding kinetics.

The results from these tests were studied using linear regression equations (Figures 3 and 4).
In Figure 3, the circulating load ratio (%) is represented in abscises while net Gpr is repre-
sented in ordinates. This linear regression model shows that, if circulating load is increased
by 1%, then the net Gpr of a mill loaded with RGM will be expected to increase by 0.097
g/rev, and if there were no circulating load, we would expect a net Gpr of 1.12 g/rev. For
balls, net Gpr will be expected to increase by 0.075 g/rev if the circulating load is increased
by 1%; with no circulating load, the ball mill’s net Gpr should be 1 g/rev. Moreover,
comparing the situation at high circulating loads (350%), RGM net Gpr is 26% higher
than ball Net Gpr, which means that, under similar conditions, a mill throughput should
increase by that percentage when grinding with a RGM charge. This difference can be even
greater at industrial scale, since for the same fraction of the critical speed, a full-scale mill’s
rotational speed is lower than that of a pilot-scale mill [24]. Thus, the breakage rate of a
full-scale mill is higher at the smaller sizes because there are more grinding media layers
present in the bulk of the charge in full-scale mills [24]. McIvor [25,26] pointed out that the
material’s size distribution going through the ball mill was much coarser at a high CLR
than at a low CLR.

Figure 4. Grinding tests at different CLR—net undersize vs. number of revolutions.

In Figure 4, the number of revolutions versus the net undersize is plotted. The linear
regression model shows that, at a large number of mill revolutions (longer grinding cycles,
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higher residence time), the net undersize of Relo grinding media will be approximately
10.5% higher than the net undersize of balls. So when the circulating load is zero, the RGM
charge productivity is 10–12% higher.

The higher fine-particle production with the RGM charge corresponds perfectly with
the contact spots ratio between two Relo bodies and two spheres. According to Penchev [22],
a 40 mm radius sphere would have the same weight as a Reuleaux spheroidal tetrahedron
with spherical wall 87 mm in radius; and the contact area between two Relo grinding
bodies will be 29% larger than between two balls. Hence, the probability of collisions of
RGM with an ore particle will be 29% higher than in balls.

4.4. Optimum Economic Circulating Ratio (Trade-Off between RGM and Balls at Circulating Loads)

Increasing pumping energy (pump and cyclone maintenance costs included) should
be balanced against decreasing grinding energy and media costs when circulating load
increases, so the optimum economic circulating load can be identified (Table 8).

Table 8. Trade-off between ball charge and RGM charge in terms of circulating load.

Media Mill Throughput
[tph] CLR [%] Relative Grinding

Costs [%]
Relative Pumping/Classification

Costs [%] Total [%]

Base case
Balls 100 245 92 8 100
Relo 100 100 92 4 96

Increased by 14%
Balls 114 558 84 16 100
Relo 114 245 84 8 92

If the RGM mill charge and the ball mill charge draw the same power of the mill motor
and have equal mill throughput (100 tph), the grinding circuit operating costs with RGM
charge should be 4% lower (Table 8), mainly due to the lower circulating load of the RGM
circuit. However, under a 14% production increase scenario, the CLR should increase from
245% to 558%, thus increasing pumping/classification costs and increasing total operating
costs up to 8%.

4.5. Correction Coefficients for Bond WI Using RGM

Finally, looking at the interpretation of these laboratory test results, we may conclude
that RGM behavior and milling performance are very different in an industrial mill than
in a laboratory scale [21]. Plant test results show drastically lower energy consumption
(kWh/t) of RGM than laboratory test data suggest. The explanation can be found by
looking at the difference between breakage rate distributions obtained from the pilot-scale
tests and full-scale mills [27]. Yu [28] wrote that, for the same fraction of the critical speed,
a full-scale mill’s rotational speed is lower than that of a laboratory-scale mill. Thus, at the
coarse sizes, the breakage rates in a laboratory-scale mill are higher than that in a full-scale
mill. A full-scale mill’s breakage rate is higher at the smaller sizes because there are more
grinding media layers present in the bulk of the charge in full-scale mills. These laboratory
grinding tests with RGM may not be directly used to predict a RGM-loaded full-scale mill.

A new model is needed to describe an industrial tumbling mill charged with RGM, and
it is required to introduce a correction factor to apply Bond’s methodology. It is important
to consider that a reduction in the Bond work index, maintaining the rest of the conditions,
would reduce the circulating load, increase the fresh feed throughput to the closed grinding
circuit and eventually increase grinding production. Based on this test program, we can
conclude that higher net undersize will reduce wi by a certain percentage. The lower power
draw of RGM charge and reduced wi by RGM mean that the total reduction of the standard
Bond wi will need to be justified by correction coefficients.
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Using this interdependence, we show that RGM will yield higher throughput than
balls at similar grind size at the same power draw. The advantage of the higher efficiency
could be achieved in different ways:

- By maintaining current throughput with a smaller grinding size (i.e., when the libera-
tion size decreases);

- By increasing throughput, maintaining the grinding size;
- By reducing the filling ratio of the ball mill, thus lowering power and grinding media

consumption.

5. Conclusions

• Power measurement tests evidenced differences in RGM and ball energy performance.
Further research should be carried out to define a coefficient to obtain an RGM work
index from standard Bond tests.

• Standard Bond tests did not show a clear improvement in the energy efficiency of the
RGM charge compared to balls. The Bond ball work index using the RGM charge was
2% lower, while the repeatability error for the standard Bond test is estimated to be
below 3.5%.

• Grinding tests at various CLRs and the same grinding time at each other circulating
load test revealed that the grinding rate of the RGM charge at 100% circulating load is
the same as the grinding rate of balls at 250% of circulating load.

• Linear regression calculations suggested that, at a low number of mill revolutions
(equal to high circulating load conditions), RGM need 50% less grinding time than
balls to produce the same amount of undersize. It showed that, working at coarser
feed (high circulating loads), RGM could be more efficient than balls, thus lowering
the power consumption of tumbling mills. The mass of undersize products from these
tests was 14% higher on average when the RGM charge was used.

• The trade-off carried out between RGM and balls at circulating loads showed a
significant improvement in energy efficiency if using RGM when facing a throughput
increase, mainly due to the reduction in operating costs.
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